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EDITORIAL 

Moving forward, not away 

{ - I wasn’t quite sure what to expect of this summer. A lot of things were different. For starters, many of my 
ow bee friends were interning out of state or even moving away to prepare for grad school. Additionally, I was be- 

‘ - y 7 ginning a disappearing act involving a three week backpacking excursion through Europe, an eight-month 
—~ co-op and a semester of study abroad in Finland. It was hard for me to even imagine the Madison that I 
od would be returning to. 

The backpacking was an adventure in itself—hopping on the wrong trains in France, witnessing political 
Pd rallies in Spain, stumbling through broken Italian—the list goes on. I had only been to Europe once before 

—4 and it was for a week-long vacation over spring break with my family way back when I was a freshman in 
Nicole Rybeck high school. This time it was just me, one other engineering student and two backpacks full of warm-weath- 
1 coy cS er clothes. Maybe someone should have reminded me that this wasn’t some beachside vacation. I ended up 

Writing Editor wearing my Marmot jacket a whole lot more than I wore that swimsuit I had so deliberately packed. 

I felt so lost from the instant we arrived in Rome. Maybe it was the fact that I speak but one word of Italian—if you count “gelato.” Or it 
could it have been the fact that I had been warned by my family about the pickpockets, my guy friends about the Italian men and my girl 
friends about the ridiculous amount of carbs I would be consuming. | wouldn’t want to eat an entire plate of spaghetti...let alone three. 

It was painfully obvious that I had no clue what I was in for. Despite the warnings from the hotelier, the weather websites I had visited 
before departure and my travel companion, I couldn’t quite grasp the concept of what “enough water” is to be drinking during the blaz- 
ing Roman heat. I blacked out from heat stroke at the Roman Forum a mere 24 hours after arrival in the historic city. Maybe this is where 
the stereotype of clueless Americans comes from? 

By day two, I was still a little unnerved by the complexity of just making it through a single day in a city where the language and culture 
was completely beyond my comfort zone. 

This is the day I had a big realization. 

In walking through the Vatican, we ran into a girl I was friends with in the dorms and a pack of biomedical engineers from UW-Madison. 
The next day, walking down the street near the train station in Rome, we ran into a girl I knew from the Institute of Industrial Engineers 
who was living in Italy for a chunk of her summer. 

What I realized is this—you can get lost in whatever city you want, move anywhere your heart desires, and no matter where you go, you 
always have a piece of Madison with you. Of course, “Madison” will change because while you’re away from the physical 85 or so square 
miles that encompasses the city, you will change, too. 

However, you can rest assured that the spirit of Madison—and a Badger or two—are never far from reach. We 

THE UNIVERSITY (a¥D 
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Wisconsin Engineer magazine, a charter member of the Engineering College Magazine Associated, is published by and for engineering students at UW-Madison. 

Philosophies and opinions expressed in this magazine do not necessarily reflect those of the College of Engineering and its management. All interested students have an equal 
opportunity to contribute to this publication. 

Faculty Advisor: Susan Hellstrom Publisher: American Printing Company, Madison, WI Web address: http://www.wisconsinengineer.com 
Correspondence: Wisconsin Engineer Magazine, 1550 Engineering Drive, Madison, WI 53706 Phone: (608) 262-3494 E-Mail: wiscengr@cae.wisc.edu 
Wisconsin Engineer is published four times yearly in September, November, February, and April by the Wisconsin Engineering Journal Association. 

Subscription is $15 for one year. All material in this publication is copyrighted. 
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PROFESSOR PROFILE 

Professor Profile: e 

Saying goodbye to Madison 

By Marshall Stringfield 

e’ve all seen it. You walk into a ingness to develop a personal relationship “I would describe Susan Hellstrom as a 
W ericson office and wonder with each of her students is what truly mentor, coach, instructor, counselor, friend 

how any work could possibly be _ makes her stand apart,” Kevin Jayne, writ- and my mother away from home,” Phil 
accomplished in that room due to an enor- _ ing editor at Wisconsin Engineer, says. Mauermann, advertising manager, says. 
mous jungle of paper and disarray. Upon 
walking into Susan’s office, I was immedi- Susan Hellstrom became a member of the “[Susan] became a mentor and a friend. 

ately struck by its neat and tidy appearance. academic staff in the engineering profes- She offered advice when I asked for it and 
In fact, her only flaw seems to be drinking sional development (EPD) department in a listening ear when she knew I needed it,” 
too much coffee. 1998. She quickly became involved with Karen Mandl, former editor-in-chief, says. 

Wisconsin Engineer magazine, serving as 
However, there is something else that really co-advisor with Steve Zwickel for one year “Susan cares deeply about her students. 
makes her special: her passion for people. and then becoming the full-time advisor in We were lucky to have an adviser who is 

fall 2000. Since then, students have benefit- 0 generous with her time, and the students 
“Susan is an excellent teacher, but her will- ed immensely from her impact. in her classes benefited from that same gen- 

r a 7 erosity,” Kyle Oliver, former writing editor, 
2 a ~~ 4 says. 

eS a 4 a al ee Sen As you might have guessed, Hellstrom’s 

| ] 4 bes. other joy is journalism. Since graduating in 
| > that field from Ohio State University, she has 

age ee ae . aie WJ ? = been a technical writer, a movie reviewer, a 

Ee ee” a Be ‘oe staff writer for the Associated Press and a 
ee tx r CO Uh g copy editor for the Capital Times. She loves 

Fee mel : £ magazines, especially Bon Appetit and Na- 
bites 5 tional Geographic Traveler. And, although 

ae E @ she enjoys all the classes she teaches, Wis- 
Bee a Fi % consin Engineer is one of her favorites and 
Sue . = 5 is a natural fit. 

: 2 “Tt combines my love for journalism and 
f E my love of working with students. It also 

@ makes a big difference,” Hellstrom adds 

$ witha smile, “that all the students want to 
= be there.” 
> 

= oat ie he \ | — | “[Wisconsin Engineer] brings engineering 

gees 2 and science to life for our readers, gives our 
Wisconsin Engineer staff members celebrate another successful year at Susan’s fi- engineering students [on staff] a chance to 
nal meeting. From left: Jamie Tabaka, Marty Grasse, Susan Hellstrom, Kevin Jayne, 
Heidi Mielke, Kari Jordan, Steve Koralesky and Jonah Paul. 
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showcase their communication skills and fF a ways lets the students make their 
serves as an unofficial historical record of We | come ~ own decisions. 
the College of Engineering and university, Fi 
Hellstrom says. ry tha “{Students] are completely ca- 

5 to the | pable, and it’s the only way to 
Sadly, Hellstrom is saying goodbye to UW- WISCONS H¥enginee: learn,” Hellstrom says. 

Madison. 
atc 

ay When asked about the best part 
Susan and her husband Eric, who has been © of the magazine, her answer is 

a professor of materials science and engi- % my simple. 
neering at UW-Madison since 1985, have ml ih 
decided to move to Tallahassee, Florida, ances “Definitely the people. Of course 
the new home of the Applied Supercon- sal there's the journalism angle, but it 

ductivity Center, with which Eric has been ‘ fe 86 really is the people, and I’ve been 

working for the past 20 years. While their § blessed to work with some abso- 
two children, Sonja and Brett, attend col- P s lutely wonderful students.” 

lege elsewhere, Eric and Susan will both be ~ i ie : 
teaching at Florida State University. Eric will 2 And no doubt, UW-Madison and 
be a member of the mechanical engineering vd z the members of Wisconsin Engi- 
faculty and will also be affiliated with the “ 2, heer will miss’a teacher, advisor, 
National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, = mentor and friend. We 
while Susan will have a split appointment, 2 Author bio: Marshall Stringfield 
teaching in the English department and 8 isa fifth-year Senior graduating in 
working on publications for the College of 3 December with a BS -in industrial 

cs 5 and systems engineering and a 

Hellstrom says, “I will miss you engi- = certificate in technical communi- 
neers.” 3 cations. 

= 

Wisconsin Engineer is a completely student- Hellstrom greets her students at her last meeting 
run publication, so Hellstrom’s job is pri- for Wisconsin Engineer. 

marily training and support. She provides 
steady guidance for a magazine staff thatis says. They drastically cut spend- A 4 phe 
always changing as students graduate. ing and increased fundraising Pigwick Papers, LLC pas 

2 with more pizza sales and the dba Bob's (@o) Sho 
One specific challenge arose after the 9/11 addition of Per Mar security py Pp 

brane ee the pe = eae re- fundraising for Kohl Center and (608) 251-2936 (formerly Bob's Copy Shop - Randall Tower) 
ied on pizza sales and advertisements from — Camp Randall events. ATURE 

Iniversity A family owned and operated quick 
= ee Madison, WI 53715 4 

“You get students trained, Since then, Hellstrom has been printer providing afordebl, ee 
they doa great job and then a part of many positive achieve- Teproduction for more than 30 years! 

. : ments for the magazine. Wiscon- 
they graduate. It’s really like sin Engineer has been very suc- Sf Ina new location with a new name! 

. . LK 

working with tempora cessful at Engineering College [o\ 8 8 8 ge 
: i i i i Ln + B&W Ci 

employees all of the time. It’s Magazine Associated (including atx Gola Caaes 
. winning “Best All-Around Mag- YR T 

fun getting to meet new, azine”) and working towards ae Testes Chir Galas 

people, but it is challenging.” the digital archiving of back-is- « Newsletters 
sues through the university li- ee kala)‘ Broctures 
brary system. 5 one + Resumes 

-Susan Hellstrom a a) Manuals 
_— ee HelIstrom is definitely an in- Repos 

: + Theses 
volved faculty member, serving F. s 

a é i + Faxing Services 
on the University Library Com- + Course Packets 

job recruiters for funding. With the result- mittee and various other com- i + Graphic Design 
ing job market fallout, there was a corre- _mittees within the EPD depart- Come Visit Us * Booklet Binding 

sponding loss in recruiting and advertise- ment. She has also been asked to * Hard Bound Books 
ments fell significantly. The magazine faced speak about communication is- On The Web : a ie Famiatng 
a financial crisis and fell severely in debt to sues at numerous events outside , ined ; 
its publisher. Despite the scary situation, — the classroom. + Business Cards 

Hellstrom is proud of the turnaround. “ + Book Publishing 
Despite her success and experi- + T-shirts 

“I used to lie awake at night...but the stu- ence, Susan has a goal to never + CD Duplication and Jewel Case Printing 
dents rose to the challenge,” Hellstrom micromanage people and al- wuwbobscopyshopcom | * and more..... 
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UW-Madison researchers explore a correlation between global 

warming and hurricanes 

By Anshu Khanna 

n 1998, the wrath of Hurricane Mitch mospheric scientist at the Massachusetts ture near the Caribbean Sea is about equal 
claimed between 11,000 and 18,000 lives Institute of Technology, in 2005, a group of _ to this threshold temperature. The effect 
in Latin America and Florida. Hurri- scientists at UW-Madison and the National of global warming pushes it just over the & 5 P J 

cane Wilma, the most intense Atlantic hur- Climatic Data Center have found evidence _ temperature and into the type of conditions 
ricane in history, inflicted $21 billion worth _ that one of the causes of intensifying storms _ that could produce the massive storms that 
of damage in Florida, Mexico, and Cuba in might be the climate changes caused by _ the area has experienced. 
2005. global warming. The research has deter- 

mined that global warming, by way of . 7 
Just a few months before Wilma, Hurricane increasing sea-surface temperatures, con- Kossin believes that the cause 

Katrina—one of the deadliest hurricanes in tributes to stronger storms in the Atlantic of the increasingly intense 
the history of the United States—left at least Ocean. hurricanes in the Atlantic 
1,800 victims and $81.2 billion of damage in 

its wake. The carnage and devastation left | James Kossin, an atmospheric research sci- Ocean can be traced back to 
by recent high-intensity storms has sparked __ entist in the Cooperative Institute for Mete- human-related causes. 

a new level of concern in how these natural _ orological Satellite Studies at UW-Madison, —$—$—$—$—___——_ 
disasters develop, as a better understanding has helped lead the research group’s quest eis d . 
of the contributing factors might help pre- to confirm this correlation between tem- Kossin’s research focuses on the Atlantic 
vent Katrina-scale tragedies in the future. perature and storm occurrence. According Ocean due to restrictions in data. Equip- 

to Kossin, hurricanes need temperatures of —™ent used to identify and track hurricanes 
This concern, coupled with the increasing approximately 26.5 degrees Celsius (81 de- has changed drastically in the last 50 years 
intensity and frequency with which storms grees Fahrenheit) at the water’s surface in and being able to translate this data has 
occur, has led to further research on their order to form. His group’s findings indicate been a difficult task. 
causes. Based on a theory of correlation that the Atlantic Ocean's surface tempera- 
initially proposed by Kerry Emanuel, at- 
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“The science behind the data is clear. hurricanes can be traced back to global made global warming such a pressing 
But the data collecting, in itself, has not warming is hotly debated and many ar- _ issue in recent years. We 
been,” Kossin says. The team has worked gue that they are mostly caused by natural y ; , ee 
on smoothing out the data collected from weather-cycle patterns. However, in the Author bio: Anshu is a senior studying ne 
the Atlantic Ocean basin since 1983 when — end, Kossin believes that the cause of the dustrial and systems engineering. This is 
equipment became advanced enough to _ increasingly intense hurricanes in the At- _ his first article for Wisconsin Engineer. 
provide reasonable data they can utilize —lantic Ocean can be traced back to human- 
today. The fact that the focus ison one par- related causes; the same ones that have 
ticular area is significant, since it means 
that none of the effects of sea-surface tem- [J Pom Sail yen nee cere Renee 

ea i Paes abrir here CMe 
perature that the team has found apply ae a igi po ag 
to the rest of the world—not for now, at | ee ie ala 
least. Ne Ais Boe et ved 

Ped | eee “ ae ate fea 
Another important factor to consider is Py oo eae 

: - Miser a. “OL RR aE 
that increases in sea-surface temperature ae ee ot co ‘ibe i 

are not the sole determinants in creat- el Pee. eee 
ing the hurricanes that have ravaged the Wi 3" 1 
United States and Latin America. Often, ‘ii, LM 
hurricanes are “basin-dependent,” mean- E i ee x 

ing they occur because of patterns in the { — oe, 
Earth’s composition. Also, vertical wind ¢ i ae y 
sheer, caused by the east-west trade | J - a . # 

winds, is critical to these storms since the \ i a7 ? “al at a ee 

pressure created by their interaction with E| Ve, ‘+ 4 

sea-surface temperatures begins the pro- biti it. : “’ a r 
cess of creating a hurricane. . -¥ sacs 

, % ¥ x 1s 
“ | 

Overall, as Kossin says, the effects of these “ 4 " lS 

storms “have a lot of variability —inter- 2 _ ia F 3 

annual variability, and very, very long ie 
cycles—and there are those who certainly ate 2 
believe such a cycle is taking place” in the y a page ee iz 
Atlantic Ocean, as well as across the rest James Kossin and his team have determined that global warming is linked to 

of the world. The issue of whether or not Stronger storms in the Atlantic Ocean. 
—_————_— 
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By Adam Anders 

diamond is forever. Sure,adiamond _ Tim Jaglinski, a former UW-Madison Ph.D. _ the effects of pressure on the composite and 
may be the strongest material on the _ student in materials science, has been cred- is responsible for the composite’s excep- 
earth, but a group of scientists at ited with finally creating the composite in _ tional resistance to pressure. 

UW-Madison have taken away its crownas the lab. Currently, researchers are testing . 

the stiffest material around. the only sample of this material ever cre- One of the challenges for the team of en- 
ated. gineers in preparing the composite for 

Stiffness is a property of a material that commercial use is the narrow temperature 
characterizes its resistance to deformation. The composite’s extraordinary stiffness is range at which the material displays this 
Roderic Lakes, UW-Madison professor of derived from the technique used tocombine extreme stiffness. The composite has been 
engineering physics and mechanical engi- _ the tin and barium titanate. Small amounts — shown to be stiffer than diamond within a 3 
neering, published a paper in 2001 outlin- of barium titanate, a molecule which un- degree Fahrenheit range and stronger than 
ing the theory behind creating a material dergoes a solid phase transformation when _ steel within a 10 degree Fahrenheit range. 
with extreme stiffness. The idea was to cre- _ it is heated or cooled, are suspended ina tin However, recent theoretical experiments 
ate an ultra-stiff composite by combining matrix. As the barium titanate attempts to conducted by Walter Drugan, UW-Madi- 
two materials—one with positive stiffness exhibit its phase changing qualities within son professor of engineering physics, have P' Pp 8INS q p 8) '& Phy 
and one with negative stiffness. A mate- the tin, potential energy is stored within the | shown that it may be possible to extend the 
rial with positive stiffness pushes back ina composite. This potential energy counters temperature range far beyond this. 
direction opposing an applied force (think 

of a spring). Conversely, a material with 7g ] 
. + y % aly oe negative stiffness doesn’t push back at all; fa a “a 

instead, it increases the deformation in the a = 3 nee 

direction of the applied force. se a iI — OC ‘ _ i 0 was 
| a ag 

Although it would intuitively seem that AT a x a | 

combining these two materials would cre- | { Sf. : ee - a i | 
. . val : : A . ree 

ate a composite with minimal stiffness, it ; ys ) ¥ Be A aaa 

actually breaks the limits and creates a very So y= ae sd eae 2 

stiff material. Oe SHA | Ne d 
i A eZ) a 

a W/7\ / a 
“It's like putting anti-sugar into espresso lh vp Oe / - ‘ 
and getting something sweeter than sugar,” | Z rl aa 
Professor Lakes says. ul LE} tf f | i e 

f 1 Sy = 
Previous attempts to create stiff composites SR Ht Bi a 

used materials with only positive stiffness. Uf as Waa AR 1 £6) Nal ag 

For several years, a diverse team of engi- I} }})~ = § ~ 4 NE : [RAUL] Bie 
neers has been working to create a compos- es dy mS Pe Ye | 3 
3 . . . Nd fitaito fs s h 
ite of tin and barium titanate that would (ie: Yea & 

ae ‘ EMAN ab) = ec 
exhibit extreme stiffness. There have been NU] Beas 4 3 
many technical challenges in physically a ( { F a 

. : + . \ 4 - > 
creating the composite since the constitu- YY a a a 

must es combined very uniformly to Vi en a VARS : 2 

is i Te a Pea ado that Don Stone, UW-Madison professor of materials science and engineering, describes 
BEREAN anaes ner ea the structure of the new composite. 

ee 
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Although the material is stiff, there is no the maximum possi- —— 
reason to suspect it will be as strong asadi- ble data density. The oz Vip i 

ete a YGeZ4sTa 
amond, and therefore it is unable to replace new composite could ©: LOSLELL LETS, 

diamond cutting tools. However, there may be used to create a i a f 

be useful applications for such a material hard drive with less wh; A) YP, Vp ; : 
ees ; He eee | meee OTL We 1 A2 in structures, airplanes, hard drive platters vibration, capable of y j ‘i 

and robotic arms where increased stiffness _a higher data density. amen GN 8 = ; ‘a 
4 5 5 EtG: aa 3 rete tert : 
could lead to more efficient designs. For se ns Ha Hi r i 

instance, bridges could be built using less This new composite ei Bi Ha i 
material if it was stiffer than diamond or has a promising fu- Bec ° Designers 
even steel. ture in industry, but aD 

for now it is relegated i 
“You wouldn't build a bridge with dia- to a lab on campus jer « Estimators 

monds,” Drugan says. while the synthesiz- rea } A \ Ey bg ! 
ing process and tem- : i es i Pe 

In addition to being stiff, the new compos- perature characteris- > E ° Project Managers 

ite has a high phase angle resulting in high tics are improved. ERT 

damping effects. i : bg P 
Even though your [Berm | | + Field & Office Support 

“pe fi . next piece of jewelry RRR ein y 
It’s like putting may not be tin and [RRRSmsse Peat H 

anti-sugar into espresso barium titanate com- = + Assistant Project Managers 
. i site, the aterial a and getting something eee eee — 

a may find its way into ae 
sweeter than sugar. your next computer — y i ies ital ; 

hard drive. WE y/ i eb 

“Roderic Lakes Author bio: Adam i ; ee 
eae ee HERN swe wo) J, F. AHERN C One 

Professor Lakes demonstrated a metallic majoring in electri- e MT Fas A “ 
ringing sound by tapping on the platters of _ cal engineering and ee all our Current Job openings at: 

a dissected hard drive to demonstrate char- _ physics. www. ahernaca reers.com 

acteristics of a material with a low phase an- 
gle. This ringing is due to vibrations within 
the material, which reduce the accuracy of 

the drive’s reading head, thereby reducing 
Hi 

4 a 5 i ’ 

Dear past and present Wisconsin Engineer staffers, advisors and readers, 

This issue we have decided to include a short newsletter to update you on what's new with the magazine. 

As we return to UW-Madison campus for another school year, we are excited to announce that Wisconsin Engineer is doing great. We 
are sad to see our faculty advisor since 1999, Susan Hellstrom, move on to another opportunity. Taking her place is Steve Zwickel, who 
advised the magazine before Susan. We are looking forward to working with him. 

We are happy to report that Wisconsin Engineer is financially stable and would like to thank our advertisers for working with us. We 
have been able to enhance the value we provide by increasing the number of pages. This allows us to include two additional articles and 
run a larger portion of the magazine in color. We also received a grant from the Kemper Knapp Bequest that enabled us to expand our 
distribution and increase our visibility. 

This past spring, we received a generous grant from UW-Madison’s Department of Information Technology (DoIT) that allowed us to 
purchase equipment to begin a podcast. The podcast is an internet-released audio and video broadcast that can be found on our website 
at www.wisconsinengineer.com. We are excited that the podcast will enable us to reach our readers through another medium. 

With these additions and changes, we hope to continue to increase the quality of our publication and to bring relevant science and engi- 
neering news to Wisconsin. 

Most of all, we are glad to be attending this great university. UW-Madison is a special place, and we're all privileged to be here. 

Thanks for reading. WE 

Marty Grasse 
Writing Editor 
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~ we conserve 
By Jaynie Sammons 

etween global warming awareness, Faramarz Vakili, the program’s director, progress will have a snowball effect. The 
B Al Gore’s award-winning documen- _ says that instilling the spirit of conservation _ program has been concentrating on educat- 

tary and the ever-present dilemma of _ is the number one goal of We Conserve. ing students on how they can make future 
oil consumption, Americans are constantly improvements. The program is currently in 
being reminded about the importance of Vakili had been working toward energy the planning stage, pinpointing the most 
conserving our natural resources. So it conservation for five years prior to suggest- significant sources of energy consumption 
should come as no surprise that UW-Madi- _ ing the We Conserve campaign. and deciding on the next move. On the en- 
son has decided to jump on the bandwagon gineering campus alone, there are approxi- 
and make major efforts toward energy con- We needed a goal. For De, 20 Percent was mately $1.5 million in possible savings. 
servation on campus. a very aggressive goal,” Vakili says. 

. ca . Vakili says that the project is not based on 

Although the university has worked to re- a oo fea apn eh thesprogtam: 9 
duce energy consumption in the past, the #5 Mace a name for Itsell across campus. a i initi 
“We Conserve” a Pe sets 2 spe- Signs bearing witty slogans such as “He- HVEMAGIE ON initiates 
cific goals for the future of the campus. The T&S Needed” and “Conversation about life-long energy 

campaign aims to not only reduce campus- Conservation can be seen posted on sev- conservation tactics. 
wide energy consumption 20 percent by the eral buildings. At the We Conserve web- 
year 2010, but more importantly, it looks to Site SUPROreTs Can Pledge to do their part 
educate students about conservation tactics. i” the fight against energy waste. To date, 

over 600 people have agreed ue consciously jinear progression and that there are no 
jl r nl Ny wad make efforts toward reducing consump- specific day-to-day goals. 

i ii ~~ tion. Vakili hopes these supporters will 

a i fl spread the word about We Conserve and “There are four legs to the table: efficient 
r a ' ry work to get others involved. systems, informed people, realistic expecta- 

heel iY hs tions and responsible actions,” Vakili says. 
| 5 bi} Tosome, the 20 percent decrease may seem 

| _ like an easily-obtainable goal fora campus One of the biggest sources of controversy 
ce | ij — the size of UW-Madison; however, with so in regards to this campaign is that UW- 
se | = many students and faculty requiring acon- Madison's energy suppliers use entirely 

" | a stant supply of energy, this may not be the non-renewable generation methods. Most 
= c g case. of the energy being used is produced at 

" | i ; & 3 ; . UW-Madison’s Charter Street Plant, a coal- 
wd a ie j am | 2 Even if we turned off all the lights on cam- burning facility. 

> ca r $= pus and all the computers, we still would : 

a 7 2 not even be close to saving 20 percent,” Va- Many environmentalists have expressed 
= i 2 kili says. concern over UW-Madison’s contribution 
Afocal pointiofithe|WolConserve came N inane cy ri to air pollution through the continued use 

: ep int of th . bt ' Vakili believes the project's Progression oF coal power. However, Vakili says the 
Li ae aaa ee. has been oni target with his expectations, switch to a campus powered by all renew- 

; que P We Conserve is an “exponential project” in able sources is easier said than done. 
ings. that once initial milestones are reached the 
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blowing in the wind a 
Ved lh 

If 20 of GE's largest wind turbines were used to replace the same amount of energy generated w/ Pi ef Peel 

in the U.S. through traditional sources, greenhouse gas emissions could be reduced annually by wip +. ee ye 

an amount equal to taking nearly 27,000 cars off the road in the U.S. We call this ecomagination a y 
At GE we invite you to find your answer to ecomagination through a career in engineering, = B 

finance, manufacturing, sales and marketing, human resources, or information technology. ‘ i 
A See 

Please visit the GE booth in the lower level of the Engineering Centers Building F \ x SS 

Fall Career Connection Maa eo 
September 18, 2007 pret ae 

ecomagination . 
to learn more visit us at gecareers.com 

an equal opportunity employer 

imagination at work : 

i a, 

“The buildings on this campus were not ficient bulbs, taking advantage of public Author bio: Jaynie Sammons is a senior in 
made overnight, therefore they can not be _ transportation and turning down the ther- _ industrial and systems engineering. She is 
replaced overnight...the bottleneck is not —mostat. Though the goals of We Conserve also working toward a technical communi- 
money,” Vakili says. are far-reaching, they are attainable if ev- cations certificate. 

eryone adopts the proper mindset. WE 
Vakili admires the passion and determina- 
tion of those that argue against the use of 

e , 5 > 5 
a pe: ee! ee . For additional information visit www.conserve.wisc.edu 

Madison would need to undo 150 years of ails Tea i 
technological decisions. The entire energy 
infrastructure would need to be replaced cS 
to keep UW-Madison running at the same mares 
standards. The choice to switch to renew- . Ri 
able energy sources is not simply a mon- 4 . 
etary issue; it is also an issue of time and , pe ’ 

space. : AN 4 

“The mission of the university is more im- x a A 

portant. We cannot compromise the uni- eee % he Sy 

versity,” Vakili says, describing why imme- ba 4 : 
diately switching to other energy sources lei _ iy 

such as water, wind or light is not as easy as a Na »~ 
flipping a switch. : Pping L/ Ens _—— 

For those of us living in a perpetual bubble C4 ay ; 
of classes, tests, student organizations and ‘fg g 

Badger sports, monitoring our energy con- EF; 
sumption may not be number one on our —_— 2 
priority list. However, Vakili promises that ME fe 
becoming energy-conscious has long-term z 
benefits everyone can appreciate. Going ’ iz 
“green” is meant to be a lifestyle decision ' 2 
and is a process that will occur over time. It = é a , a 
means replacing light sources with more ef- Faramarz Vakili stresses campus conservation through the We Conserve campaign. 

SS 
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a EXE INE eG E ENG IVI’ & EN te 

By Victoria Yakovleva 

Dl elieve it or not, during the early That was then; this is now. be “state-of-the-art, but easily reconfigured 
5 1900's, the Education Building that is . / , as needs change with time—a building that 
BY nestled on Bascom Hill once housed “Mechanical engineering has changed a would be flexible and usable for the next 50 

engineering students. lot in the last 75 years. It has become much or 75 years.” 

more science-based, research-intensive and 

By the end of World War I, the College of extremely high-tech,” Paul Peercy, dean of To meet this need, renovations to what is 
Engineering was startled by a massive in- _ the College of Engineering, says. now known as the Mechanical Engineer- 
flux of students. Freshman enrollment ' ing Building included a new electrical and 
doubled from 1916 to 1920, and the college To support the advancing field of engineer- data infrastructure to support the several 

administration realized that packing their ing, Peercy wanted a building that would — modern research laboratories, classrooms 
students into overcrowded laboratories 
would not suffice. In response, they built = 

a 20,000-square-foot, heavy-duty machine 
shop, nicknamed “Sawtooth,” on the north Le - 

end of Camp Randall along University Av- S, ied 
enue. This was the first mark of engineering 

a oy - - ai 
territory. a 

Yet the shop building was not enough. The * i G 
buildi ‘ i s still ov - oon a = = A f t uilding on Bascom Hill was still overflow = ~ 4 
ing with engineering students, who now ee 4 M2 rs a 

had to walk across campus to get to their [7 — Pe 
shop classes. ae ae bi ye 

Dean Turneaure, the engineering dean at -_- = g ad 
the time, devised a solution. He appointed es zi = 
a construction committee to plan the de- eo ae a al 7 
sign of the new engineering building on m Te | 7 
the Camp Randall site. Just as the Spanish 4 F wi 1 as 
empire expanded into the western hemi- i ; fr i - _- 
sphere in the 18th century, the engineering a 4 ey 2 
department expanded to the western side a J te. = 
of campus. al : ! Sy < 

pt - ae | HE Res a. a 4 ae 

The new engineering building was three ste ne . 12 
stories high, 81,000 square feet and formed [7a ti om ani f Ee a = 

a U-shape around the sawtooth shop. arr oe . 2 fe 

Needless to say, as of the 1931 fall semester, He 2 

engineering faculty and students had more The newly renovated interior of the Mechanical Engineering Building provides stu- 
breathing room. dents with an open, inviting place to do schoolwork. 
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and lecture halls that the building now The number one reason the other half | 
contains. Also, a new elevator was added doesn’t earn a degree in engineering is be- - 
that will make the building more accessible _ cause, as Peercy says, they have difficulty in RESEA ii 
for disabled students and faculty. Finally, math and science their first year. a — AGRITA DU, 

a new central heating, ventilating and air } Ji pe a IN EL 5 

conditioning system to replace the multiple To assist the success of students in the Col- 4 = TC BA , 

substandard mechanical systems that once lege of Engineering, Peercy had a vision é ANU! : S| 
served the building was installed. for a “welcoming, open and easily recon- a] > 

figured” space where students can work in 4 n : 
“The total construction project more than — groups or individually and obtain the assis- |} cain: Bes es 
doubles the square footage of the build- tance they need. < 
ing,” Peercy says. 5 

As of the 2007 spring semester, Engineer- = 
As immense as this building project was, ing Hall received the 4,500-square-foot é a 
the Mechanical Engineering Building renovation Peercy envisioned: the Student = 
wasn't the only site of recent development Learning Center. This center encompasses = 
in the engineering empire. a student information area, seminar rooms, 4 s 
Se. | A Prop tutoring aréaalsroup study area, = 

From new facilities available individual study areas, informal space and 3 
* . an internet café. a 

for better in-classroom learning The Supplementary Instruction room, an 
to new study spaces available = “I’m hoping it will let [engineering stu- enclosure within the Student Learning 
for out-of-classroom learning, dents] see it’s okay to study,” Peercy says. pialigat allows students to learn from 

A ; ; eir peers. 
the engineering campus contin- One way in which the Student Learning ‘i 

ues to expand. Center has especially assisted engineering The alcove next to the front entrance of 
SCs sturdent is the addition of the Supplemen- Wendt turned into an informal study area, 

tary Instruction (SI) room. equipped with comfy seating, painted walls 
and softer lighting. 

“When I came here as dean, I did some The SI program, an outside-the-classroom 

analyses and I found that about half the stu- academic support program to supplement “We're really trying to give [engineering 
dents that enter college saying they want a lectures and discussions, was previously students] a more relaxed space,” Deborah 
degree in engineering actually get a degree situated on the 4th floor of Wendt Library. Helman, director of Wendt Library, says. 
in engineering,” Peercy says. During the busy hours— that is, after 4 i ; 

p.m.—Wendt Library became On top of the alcove, the carpeting—un- 

oa Zz 3 very noisy, posing a problem for changed since the building’s opening in 

| ; sia : : | students trying to study. 1976—has finally been replaced. 

f | I | __ a “We have always hoped we “We're looking for ways to upgrade the 

2 a ; [would] have an enclosed area Overall appearance of Wendt and make it 

ee i | 7 for us... and that [has] hap- more welcoming. We're also looking for 

Y oe | Pam pened now,” Jia-Ling Lin, direc- ways to facilitate group work and balance 
F it | € tor of the program, says. that with individual study space,” Helman 

= wr a i ie says. 
a | | | e The new SI room is completely Rs 
=. eS enclosed by glass. This allows This just goes to show how much the en- 
je ae | | = ad people outside the room to gineering community is coming, together to 
es i ¥ eS view the learning that’s going improve the education of engineering stu- 

LA a oe oh | e os ps. : on inside (perhaps motivating dents at UW-Madison. From new facilities 
: . I = 2 | them to join the SI program in available for better in-classroom learning to 

hi] , | A oo | = | the future), yet prevents outside new study spaces available for out-of-class- 
| z ss ee eee! noise from interfering with the room learning, the engineering campus 

ws Meee) learning inside the room. continues to expand. 
; “Soe 

be “I go to the SI room twice a week Since the beginning of the 20th century, 

and have found it very helpful. the College of Engineering has gone from 
, It’s really nice to have an en- a single building on Bascom Hill to an ex- 

fl = closed area to review material pansive empire north of Camp Randall. 

f with others in my class,” Amy The message is clear: engineering is a field 

Lenz, a first-year engineering that is rapidly advancing and UW-Madison 

student at UW-Madison, says. doesn’t dare lag behind. WE 
le 

Right next door to Engineering Author bio: Victoria is a sophomore at UW- 

Within the Student Learning Center, located in Hall, Wendt Library also saw Madison who hopes to major in biomedical 
Engineering Hall, students are able to socialize changes this past semester. engincerna siuississher fourthearicle for 
and study in a relaxed environment. Muecons iy Od nec 
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| used LINAK® actuators on my project and now I’m guaranteed an A++++! LINAK actuators 

are designed to make your application cutting-edge and eye-catching. 

LINAK provides premium DC linear actuator systems 

2 : that are safe, dependable and strong. 

“ me Let LINAK provide the movement for your 

a le P ee ‘ q next project: Providing high-quality move 

ya a ment solutions is our specialty, If you have an 
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i Hee 160 om tS baggage car and as close to the locomotive as possible. This 
location is at a point about three feet ahead of the forward Y P 

\N\ ea PES SCONSINIENGINEEE king bolt. It is claimed that in this way the piping between 

Teri, we the locomotive and the lighting engine is reduced to a mini- 
VOL, XI APRIL, 1907 NO. 3 mum length, thereby reducing the condensation of steam in 

the pipe to a minimum. 
ar 5 ey re A The Chicago and Northwestern Railway and the Northern 

BRETIONG IN PASSENGER TRAINS FROM FISH Pacific Railway adopt the arrangement shown in Plate 2. 
SHEED ELECTRIC LIGHTING ENGINES Here the generator is placed so that the shaft is parallel to 

F. W. Huers, *03. the length of the car and at a point over the rear king bolt. 

Presented before the Western Society of Engineers, December The Ghicagovand Notthwestetm Railway uses: thigisyevem be- 
19, 1906, cause the front part of the car is the express compartment, 

and the door leading into it is kept locked. By placing the 
The vibrations in passenger trains caused by the recipro- set in the rear of the car, the electrician can attend to it 

cating action of the high speed engine of the electric gen- without disturbing the expressman. In this arrangement 
erating sets constitutes one of the principal objections to the distance between the locomotive and generator is as much 
their use. These engines produce vibrations that are some- as fifty feet, which produces a considerable amount of con- 
times of considerable magnitude, owing to lack of perfect densation in the steam pipe. 

"balance of the reciprocating parts. The vibrations are Further, it has been claimed that the vibrations could be 
transmitted back into the train, since the whole train is elas- felt farther back in the train when the latter arrangement is 
tic. Thus a source of annoyance to the passengers is created employed because the ‘vibration center” is farther back in 
wich rellyays would Uo pls aite, et id \or) and ateam cur: the train. The experiments on vibrations described in this 
bines are now replacing reciprocating engines in the train paper seem to bear out this point, as will be observed by 

lighting field because they have the advantage of no vibra- making an examination of Plate 9. 

tion. 
It is interesting and of some importance to know some- Vibration Indiedions aud Seamorvaphs. 

thing about the magnitude and character of these vibrations. v 
Bb fer es 1s Enown to che weiter no et empt nae been wade) For measuring vibrations of this kind, instruments known 
heretofore, to make measurements of them. In the following as ‘iselgmosiannev ae Vaclsiwonicleomare ised e Thisname 

Papes the resules ot tests of chic Mind are presente. was originally given to instruments constructed to measure 
Method of Locating Generating Sets as Adopted by Various the movement of the ground during earthquakes. Webster's 

Roads. dictionary gives these definitions: 

y : , “‘Seismometer: An instrument for measuring the di- 
In Plate 1 is shown the method of locating the generating rection, duration, and forces of earthquakes and like 

set as adopted by the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Rail- eae ee aaah 
way Company. Here the engine is placed crosswise in the Ue cisogspiiue Arey paaesttisel orereyisterine the 

*Reprint from Journal of Western Society of Engineers, April, ’07 shocks and undulatory motions of earthquakes.” 

To see the complete issue go to http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/cgi-bin/UW/UW-idx?type=header&id=UW.WIEv11no03
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By Natalie Forster 

tis said that history repeats itself. Ifthe | After Charles Lindbergh flew the Spirit of | formed skeptics into believers, proving that 
history of commercial air travel is any St. Louis nonstop from New York City to long distance flights were possible. The 
indication, vacations in space will soon Paris in 1927, the commercial air travel in- feat earned him the $25,000 Orteig Prize, 

be as regular as international flights. dustry boomed. His 33.5 hour flight trans- offered to the first person to fly the route. 
Seventy-seven years later in October of 
2004, SpaceShipOne (developed by Burt 
Rutan’s company, Scaled Composites) was 
the first non-government reusable manned 
spacecraft to travel repeatedly into space 
(twice within two weeks), winning the An- 

sari X-Prize of $10 million and pioneering 
4 commercial space travel. Will history re- 

peat itself? 

i wa 9 >t ¥ Billionaire entrepreneur Sir Richard Bran- 

a ¥ * —2 7, ° er Fae» Stal son jumped at the opportunity to lead the 
38S ——<=>_ d are ental a ‘ commercial space travel industry. A divi- 

| (eS ~~ ( sion of Branson’s Virgin Group—which in- 
en ye ere ee) or ‘ ad ; cludes Virgin Mobile, Virgin Records, three 

[a eae ld oF ok ae » Virgin airlines and now Virgin Galactic— 
en G » x ae Sr 0 a p= partnered with Scaled Composites to build 

7 ra " % E me y ye rN a fleet of five SpaceShipTwos, the first of 
1 Di ee) | (a rea 5 which will be named VSS Enterprise (yes, 

F rf o 4 ie a " 4 paed 3 the name deliberately honors Star Trek’s 
cs . a ros Starship Enterprise). 

U J 3 | = s 
a / Dat meso ig 2 5 

‘ ae, as 4 ' a ‘i = Seven thousand people worldwide have 

= fi le 3 i ees ° EB rs already indicated their willingness (and 
. 8 f x ree : pee i ae 2 wealth) to buy a ticket for a 2.5 hour sub- 

SpaceShipOne, connected to the bottom of its transport vehicle, the White orbital spaceflight that promises three to six 
Knight, at the 2005 EAA AirVenture airshow in Oshkosh, WI. minutes of weightlessness and a stunning 

(continued on page 19) 
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Engineer more than products oF Lo feet rae 

during your lifetime. as ree ¥ Pit. a i Oe Founded in 1890, 

. eens es a ee a Fe ae Findorff is one of 
» oe Bea” a Ey ie Ww — Wisconsin's leading 

Py T Re: Fy Ss ‘ 
ngineer yourcareer with a team : Se 

Co that builds a better world ... a . iz With offices in Madison 

one building at.a time, CHARACTER mp 
* : eS e Findorff specializes in: 

as A ry. TF « New Construction 

; ~~ i | Additions and Remodels 
Congra tula tions mn . Y + Tenant Buildouts 

a + Historic Renovations & 

to all the B Sw Ma Ld = «Sustainable Building 
oe Awe 7 be 

e e Sd a - 

2 0 , = _—‘For more information, 

Engineering ‘ OMMUN , visit www. findorff.com 

Graduates! 
e 

a Findorff 
Ba ea 

J.P. Cullen & Sons, Inc. [ ; : ”/ MADISON 
Construction Service Excellence since 1892 2 c nh 608/257-5321 

In the Tradition of the Master Builders cust a 
sit : MILWAUKEE 

Janesville Office 608.754.6601 Milwaukee Office 262.781.4100 — , 414/272-8788 

on e-Va RY WR le 

; : : McClean Anderson is a world leading manufacturer of 
YOUR SINGLE SOURCE FOR filament winding.equipment. Since 1961, McClean 

DRAFTING SUPPLIES AND SOFTWARE Anderson has contributed to the advancement of 
composites by providing innovative and cost-effective 

: : E : eas filament winding solutions to customers worldwide. 
Everything from display and presentation materials, ' , 

quality drafting supplies and furniture to . 7 ye LM e sco Ali -o 

Autodesk® educational software. SS Pe Tea CLC 

MasterGraphics e-store makes shopping convenient e “ yw i 

with delivery right to your doorstep. é , r a 
_ . Oy, 

i Ds Visit regularly to view ae be your eae 

(3 \ over 3,000 products ee | : P 
4 f ©) and take advantage of per ec i 

‘ romotions on your = a a. a : F ‘ s = favorite items. i 
es pea s Metered Ur ue melaa 

, www.mecleananderson.com : MAXSTERGRAPHICS UIT 
Single Source. Endless Possibilities.” 

Visit WWW.Masterg.com/uw y 
©) ie WA EEE EEE IT) 

fax 715-359-0600 A 
Or call (800) 873.7238 for personal assistance = pb torn | P.O. Box 20 

ANDERSON: schofield,wi 54476-0020



designcencepts 
student loans | 2" 

It pays to choose UW Credit Union. 

c _ ; a. ‘ Mara) 

Ae ™ Vas ke ' product developers. 
2s o BM eS, = ¥ HN i“ | 
rn ae + 

— F " We solve the problems 
en a is 

b " d no one else can. 

4 \ j 

Get your Student Loan from UW Credit Union using Lender Providing municipal and private civil engineering and 
Code 818611 and recieve all these benefits: planning consulting services since 1973. 

* No Origination Fee-immediate 3% savings. 
* 2.0% rate reduction after 36 consecutive on-time payments. A cy Steve n Ss 

5 5 ; ; zE 
© 0.25% rate reduction with automatic payments. pee 

Apply online today! pe pply : ; A Planning * Reports + Studies » Plans » Spectfications « Wisco Industries, Inc. Inspection » Contract Administration» Cost Estimates + 

com i n g soon Congratulates Merl eeedid 

to the : 
‘ e Engineers & Planners Alternative Student Loans Credit Class of 2007 

; woe 1656 Livi Road * Hudson, WI 54016 
l | n I on upon achieving re 00.822.7670 

. a jin x your degree in sana oe 

e i For more information, please contact Angela Popenhagen. 
UWCU.OF§ » 608-232-5000 * 800-533-6773 Engineering Emait opopenhagen@stevensengineers.com 

« » sais} 
Sw, SI : ©°4)- DATASYST Ed EMcs? coe ge 

inanagenant Putting Design to the Test Consulting Engineers, Inc. 
consulting Vibration, Shock, Seismic Arlen Ostreng, P.E. 624 Water Street 
services Temperature, Humidity, Altitude Porner Goneuniamice 

Providing top quality, professional oe Zig moble 
Hb Fay mal pharm 800 969.4050 an 

design and construction. costreng@edgeconsult.com 
www.DATASYSTtest.com Cert. No. 2107.01 www.edgeconsult.com 

i EXPERT WITNESSES sae eae 
Geof Schmitz SKCOEN Multi disciplined 

resident “ 

=k 9 PING. Nationally recognized ISLAND GITY... ey: Meo 
New Product Development Center (NPDC) 5972 Executive Drive — Suite 200 - Madison, WI 53719 Local iN] dedicated —— | 
480 Western Road Schofield, WI 54476 608-442-7321 — Telephone Pars 
a TAB AA e700 office@skogen.com — www.skogen.com ppeeceteens 

1: 1. 
ze =" Over 100 Years of Combined Experience 
es Excellence in Accident Reconstruction Engineering www.strand.com | 608-251-4843 

PAINTING AND DECORATING CONTRACTORS : cue ne 
EALTIME = ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS 

eCANERCL: i) CONSULTANTS 

SCHMELZER RESIDENTIAL Utility Engineers < =a PLANNERS 

pa ern 
SPRAY TEXTURE Nationwide Leaders in 

GREGORY WOLF BOOM TRUCK Substation & Transmission Line Engineering LEEDY & PETZOLD ASSOCIATES, LLC 

Sear ST. Madison, Wisconsin $2970 WEST BLUEMOUND ROAD PHONE 262.860.1544 
MADISON, WI 53713 (608) 271-6244 (608) 271-0987 FAX www.realtimeutilityengineers.com ELM GROVE, WISCONSIN 53122 FAX 262.860.1566 

Wy! 
Triad Engineering lea ‘Key & Security, LLC 

FISH Philip E. Fish Incorporated wy Ratiget ye Sov & Soceetiy tLe 
rn President has changed its Professional Locksmith Service 

name to Symbiont. SYMBIONT 

G08 BSI S28 TEL 
608 831-3295 Fax MILWAUKEE | 6737 West Washington St] Sa2t4 | 414 6517 Century Ave ia 2564 Branch St. _pfish@fishassoc.com | ee | Scag Sana Wonk es Wn eoan | ean aaa) 5h | arte i ease y 

SuigS3 mia com [owe | Seteeece || an| | een ane we 
53562 Partners in Structural Solutions Tee enc eGo ee pedigesieay@yaisoo cont
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A ‘Virgin’ spaceflight ce ee 

(continued from page 16) Lee a oni iy oi i 

i ie _——— SE of 
a cath 

view of Earth. Among those pre-booked r Esta eegmeclngemc a “ “wi iil aii 
for the adventure are Star Trek’s William i ‘ Paine ii gi i ‘ wii, ae Si ao a a : 
Shatner, theoretical physicist Stephen | |” aa " = ie cial * ome. i 
Hawking and electrician Alan Watts, a PO aaa FR alm cma - 

London man who exchanged 2 million fre- ee , 

quent flyer miles earned on Virgin Atlantic _~ . SB: | yA 
airlines for the roughly 200 mile round trip a L eri aed ie Aes ea 
to space. Branson himself plans on taking | ag r( 4 ‘ yi 5 i 
the first flight, slated for 2009, along with a ee \ eed ; } Wal a # } 
few members of his family. ts = y : A , i 5 

This thrill ride isn’t cheap. If you're not a , é 
member of Branson’s immediate family or 3 
a seasoned traveler with 2 million frequent > 
flyer miles, the only way to get a seat is to g 
fork over $200,000, which amounts to about = 

$1,300 per minute off the ground. Branson’s Today, SpaceShipOne hangs in the Smithsonian next to Lindbergh’s Spirit of St. 
ultimate goal is to price the tickets more af- Louis—two aircraft that paved the way for commercial travel. 
fordably once he recoups most of the ven- 
ture’s initial cost. 

wire . 4 and astronautics, the higher speed required dream reserved for daredevil pilots. 

Millions “of (dollars jare BOnIS sanity) the for orbit necessitates a feat shield cou : 
development of Spaceship Two, yerich ponent prone to failure. Also, orbital space- “You can never say, “They'll never do this, 
will be designed to carry a maximum of Crafts must have the means to sustain hu- and they'll never do that,’ because things 
TINE | Passengers Be to ch miles above the tan life in space: including equipment to have a way of evolving. People find ways 

earths surface—a few miles past the bor- provide oxygen, food, water and protection to do it. Especially if there’s money to be 
der of what's considered “space.” Although — fom radiation. made, they’ll find a way,” Kammer says. 
SpaceShipTwo is designed to be sub-orbital 

(meaning it comes straight back down with- Reaching the outer limits of Earth’s atmo- When asked whether he'd accept a free 
out orbiting the earth), an orbiting commer- sphere requires a lot of power and a lot of _ ticket on SpaceShipTwo, Kammer replied, 

cial spacecraft may not be too far off. rocket fuel as it is, but SpaceShipOne (and “I'd love to go into space... Yeah, I'd go in 
SpaceShipTwo) require less fuel by launch- a second.” 
ing from mid-air. Instead of launching ver- i ' 

Seven thousand people tically from the ground, like NASA‘s space bed oe ee ee eae 
i shuttle, a separate aircraft carries Space- ‘ 4 2 

‘ worldwide have already ShipOne to Be altitiidée of about a Louis—two aircraft that paved the way for 

indicated their willingness feet and then drops it. During its freefall, commercial travel. If Lindbergh's legacy is 
(and wealth) to buy a ticket — SpaceShipOne’s relatively small rockets 2°Y indication, it won't be long before space 
for a 2.5 hour sub-orbital Iaekeanand ae c fat 1S = method becomes a regular vacation destination. we 

requires less ra reases at 7 ; i spaceflight that promises [fos elec dae derets aur bio, Nea Forster sald in 
three to six minutes of Another advantage is that if the rockets fail, ag ee 

weightlessness and a i a can proceed with.a normal ” wisconsin Enginéer. 
stunning view of Earth. i 

“You reduce the drag, and that’s probably 
the biggest benefit of [an air launch],” Em- 
mert says. 

“To go into orbit you just have to go faster— 
give it more of a boost,” Gil Emmert, UW- Branson doesn’t plan on stopping at sub- 
Madison professor of engineering physics, orbital spaceflights. He tells the press that 
says. Emmert worked on rocket engines he hopes to one day offer orbital space- 

and fuel cells for the Apollo missions. flights (aboard a SpaceShipThree), trips 
to the moon and to build a hotel in space. 

There are, however, additional challenges Maybe his head is in the clouds, or in space 
involved in designing an orbital vehicle. for that matter, but seemingly impossible 

According to Daniel Kammer, a UW-Madi- things have happened before. Eighty years 
son professor of engineering mechanics ago, intercontinental air flights were just a 
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Hybrid vehicles offer 
i d f improved fuel economy 

By Ryan Denissen 

t's a hot summer day and your friends, “What few people will tell you is they geta horsepower capacity, its full power capa- 
clad in beach attire, wait impatiently in _ pretty generous tax credit for purchasing a __ bilities are used only when passing other 
the car as you fill up with gas. As you _ hybrid,” Nick Rudolph, of Stark Chevrolet vehicles or peeling out of beachside park- 

watch the display roll past 10, 20 and then in Stoughton, says. ing lots. Hybrid vehicles, on the other hand, 
30 dollars you chuckle to yourself, ponder- i . I can be designed with smaller and more ef- 
ing how great it would be if the university Conventional cars must be designed with ficient engines. When the car requires an 

gave out scholarships during the summer _ larger engines capable of creating the nec- additional boost during acceleration, a bat- 
for trips to the beach. Until the university essary horsepower and torque for situa- — tery-powered electric motor kicks in. 
determines that swimming and laying in tions such as highway merging, when con- 
the sun have substantial academic benefit, siderable acceleration is necessary. Heavy, Hybrid cars differ from their strictly elec- 

students and all who tire from watching large-displacement engines and cylinders tric counterparts because they generate 

their gas tanks devour their paychecks may require a great deal of energy to operate. their own electricity and never need to be 

want to consider the hybrid alternative. These heavy components drive down gas __ charged with an outside power source. Hy- 

mileage, and since typical highway driving _ brids use regenerative braking, which con- 
A hybrid can be any vehicle that combines requires only a fraction of the engine’s total __ verts the heat from friction in the brakes into 
two power sources, but today’s consumer 
hybrid vehicles are primarily gasoline-elec- 
tric. These hybrid cars typically achieve 30 
miles per gallon (mpg) to 40 mpg on the — EY j — 
highway, far better than the 20 mpg to 30 a lO, ~ a jf =) i a = 

mpg rating for most conventional vehicles. gs a S/ : oo) f 
= : S =  —$— ~, SS er = - 

Because hybrid vehicles use less gasoline, 5 
they are far more environmentally friendly 3 
than conventional cars. Gasoline combus- Ee £ 
tion produces carbon dioxide, a greenhouse HYBRID... , i é 
gas. Because hybrids are easy on the envi- SYNERGY | F: 2 

ronment, purchasing one will also line your WN ee o 
pockets with a little more green come early rive hs) f 3 
April. an —. 2 

a 

Toyota’s Prius is the best-selling hybrid vehicle in the United States. This model 
is rated at 60 mpg city and 51 mpg highway. 
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electrical energy that charges the hybrid’s |e ia <a TAS 
batteries. Ze - Las | 

. y 
Gasoline engines are efficient at high - } i 
speeds, so hybrids favor their gas engines — ’ \ 
when cruising on the highway. However, . Ca N 

during city driving the hybrid primarily h 
uses its electric motor. ¢ 

These technological advancements come at a 
a price, though. a / 

“Toyota hybrids typically cost $3,000 to g° ‘ P 
$4,000 more than the equivalent conven- Ls 

tional model—most will recoup this money \ 
in five years. If you drive a lot in the city ~ 3 ™ EB 4 
you will get [your money] back in half that , i i, 
time,” Jeff Seamans, of John Lancaster Toy- yy ‘ - 2 

ota, says. Fs z 
ati) A ‘e & 

Another hidden expense associated with \ s 
hybrid vehicles is the possibility of high as £ 
maintenance costs down the road. Hybrid \ . s n 5 
vehicles have not been on the market very mS ae Vd y 8 

zi = 
a __ Gasoline-electric hybrids combine a gasoline engine that operates part of the time 
“What few people will tell you _- with a battery-powered electric motor. 

is they get a pretty generous This system uses two electric motors and available in the Cadillac Escalade, Chevy 

tax credit for purchasing a a dual-mode transmission. In other words, Silverado and GMC Sierra models. 

ie the vehicle has both city and highway 
hybrid. modes. Each mode uses the electric motor “[In the future,] I think you will see diesel 

and gas engine differently to provide opti- Ps being ce in. ee a 
; mal gas mileage. smaller motor and still get the same horse- 

-Nick Rudolph x ‘ power and torque,” Rudolph says. 
ee “These vehicles employ active fuel manage- 

long, making it difficult to predict the cost ment; they can shut off four of the eight cyl-_ The next time you find yourself lost al aca 
of future repairs such as battery replace- inders to improve gas mileage,” Rudolph dealership, it may be helpful to think back 
as says. to those hot summer days at the gas station. 

Shouldn’t you be spending your money at 

“What are these hybrids going to cost to With this two-mode system, consumers can __ the final destination, not getting there? We 

maintain five years from now?” Rudolph expect an increase in fuel economy —maybe ; ? A . 
says. even as high as 25 percent. This hybrid sys- Author bio: Ryan Denissen is a senior 

if tem will be used in the 2008 Chevy Tahoe ™ajoring in mechanical engineering. 
Toyota, General Motors, Daimler Chrysler, and GMC Yukon and is also expected to be 

Hyundai, Ford and Audi will all be releas- 

ing new hybrid models in 2008. 

Toyota plans to release its third generation . . 
hybrid Prius, The current model : the most ble ae Consulting Engineers 

fuel efficient hybrid on the market, earning Merits 5 ; ; 
an Environmental Protection Agency esti- Premade Solve eae Wie eo 
mate of 60 mpg on the highway. The new (608) 826-0532 
design includes lighter lithium-ion batter- 
ies and a new Synergy Drive powertrain Additional Office Locattong: 
system that will be both half the weight and ro " Reedsburg 
cost of the current Prius. Toyota’s line of Prairie du Chien 
hybrids also includes the Camry and High- 
lander; Seamans expects continued expan- 

sion and improvement in the future. V [MERBICHER 
eee ee ie a a 

General Motors continues to implement hy- Charittet o Quality Serance Stee 1976 
brid technology into its high volume, high 800-261-6468 + www.vierbicher.com 
fuel consumption vehicles. General Motors, 
Daimler Chrysler and BMW have teamed Engineering, Planning, Community Development, Surveying, Building Inspection, Water Resources 

up to develop a two-mode hybrid system. 

ees 
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Engineerin q-goes global 

c students take their studies overseas 

By Lynn Singletary 

lobalization is becoming increas- a classroom education can offer students “I'd say close to 75 of our approximately 
ingly important for all careers, in- who want to experience the world out- 100 annual study abroad students choose 
cluding engineering. Being aware — side of Wisconsin. UW-Madison, however, a semester long program, though some— 

of global issues and other cultures lays the does offer study abroad opportunities on — particularly when studying another lan- 
groundwork for all new learning experi- _ five—soon to be six with the inclusion of a guage—students do opt for a year long 
ences. There is no better way to experience — program in South Africa—of the seven con- program because that language proficiency 
other cultures and broaden one’s world _ tinents. The choices of travel destinations can come during that time,” Marianne Bird 

view than to travel. According to Francis are nearly endless, including Ecuador, Aus- _ Bear, international engineering office advi- 

Bacon, “Travel, in the younger sort, isa part — tralia, Japan, Denmark and many more. sor, says. 

of education; in the elder, a part of experi- 
ence.” “You can’t expect everybody to speak 

English, but try not to go where you're “If you ask an employer if 
While UW-Madison isa renowned univer- comfortable, study abroad is about expe- they would rather hire a 
sity in a beautiful city, there is only somuch _ riencing new things. Be flexible and take ‘ 

— advantage of ‘the student who graduated in 
ae ae iy, oe opportunities you four years or someone who 

» t—~—“—CSCSY rave. Challenge an bee flexible, adaptable 
> be: yourself to go to a d h . f 

> ol place you would and open to other points o 

, f i ‘ | __ probably never see view, | am confident they 

Ms otherwise,” Talia would choose the latter.” 
a Esser who stud- 

| | tea ied abroad in Bu- 

| dapest, Hungary, -Kate Theirren 
lg Says. a_i 

5 Typically, students The biggest piece of advice any student or 
; & choose to study advisor would give to a prospective study 

y y : ‘ A abroad during their abroad student is to plan ahead. UW-Madi- 
, re em g junior or semor son has partnerships with many univer- 

= = years at UW-Madi- sities around the world, so transferring 

The study abroad program offers opportunities to explore son and most stay credits is often an easy process, but not all 

engineering in other cultures. abroad for just courses match up. It is important that stu- 
one semester. dents talk with an advisor before traveling 
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to ensure that requirements are met with- 5 
out too much delay in graduation date. oe 

Graduation date, as many students who STOCKHOLM nf tie 

have studied abroad urge, is not something mae : 

to get caught up on. The life lessons a study . he 
abroad experience provides make a slightly ii \ 
later graduation date worthwhile. There i iu = 
is no better place to learn flexibility and _ : E 
acceptance of new ways of thinking than ) ‘ . fe 
studying abroad. oF 2 

: =a i] | ie z 

“If you ask an employer if they would bs — =< 

rather hire a student who graduated in . Ss — ee 
: ‘ AS 2 as E four years or someone who can be flexible, r = 

adaptable and open to other points of view, By & 
I am confident they would choose the lat- ; as " Be < 
ter,” Kate Theirren, who studied in Lyon, | \ pees Ley St) s 

France, says. ni 4] S 
| 3 

This experience doesn’t have to cost an arm ! Ss 
and a leg, either. Tuition is comparable to ae, 2 

that of UW-Madison. The biggest difference 8 
in price is the cost of living, which varies 5 5 5 ~ 
greatly depending on the country of study. Marrianne Bird Bear, international engineering office advisor, discusses the study 

In Copenhagen, Denmark for example, the broad program with a student. 
cost of living is much higher than in Buda- : * ees . 

£ 6 8 roar often travel in small groups during school _ It is difficult to find a student who had a 
pest, Hungary. The fees generally amount t i , é : 

breaks or on weekends. It is away from negative experience abroad. Not only is 
only to a few hundred dollars more than : ’ é A : z 

es anal : . the campus at local hangouts—not tourist it an amazing social opportunity to meet 
staying in Madison, and many need-based. ae 5 

5 i sites—where one gets the best feel for the _ friends and potential future colleagues from 
scholarships are available. ‘ 2 : tt fs 

lifestyle in a particular place. around the world, it is a great educational 

Many students travel around the region “Make it Ripe Done cimpl ‘follow opportunity to see the way engineers work 
while abroad, providing an invaluable tt ae aco ay A bee - a abroad. More and more, engmeennes be- 
pathway for cultural discovery. Students ne crowd. en e a WE eus opportunity coming a global trade, and the additional 

arise?” Dibya Phuyal, who experience gained from interacting with 
studied in New Zealand, people from other cultures will strengthen 

says. any student's résumé. 
) THE university _ 

} WISCONSIN “If I had one suggestion for “Stepping out of your cultural boundaries, 

ee those who intend to study and the US, not only allows you to expe- 
Department of Engineering abroad in the future, it’s this: rence another culture first-hand but also 
Professions! Dexsiopment Meet as many people as you helps you to understand your own culture 

can from all over and visit i ity as i 
Offering more than 300 continuing education enor one eos and Sahel an a ne pon yeu 
courses annually in : MNS, pares ever could if you never left,” Theirren says. We 

a typical night on the town 
@ Engineering @ Project Management in Berlin or celebrating Author bio: Lynn Singletary is a 
@ Design ™ Management Queen’s Day with 10 million sophomore majoring in civil engineering. 

® Operations @ Maintenance Dutch folk. Being a study 

@ Production @ Planning abroad student, you can of- 
E ee : ten get stuck in you own lit- 

On-site, custom training options tl ld,” Hi feel 
Latest knowledge with a practical, results-oriented focus le world,” Joe BPPEn steel, 

who studied in Spain, says. 
http://epdweb.engr.wisc.edu/ 

Ce eed "Travel to the extent that 

Also offering the Master of Engineering in your resources permit. You 
Professional Practice online degree will inevitably return to 

™@ Management and advanced technical skills for UW-Madison after a term 
engineering leaders or year abroad with an un- 

& Immediate application to job responsibilities derstanding of yourself and 

@ Internet-based delivery—anytime, anywhere other cultures that will give 
you something unique to 

http://mepp.engr.wisc.edu/ bring to any situation in 
which you find yourself,” 

800-462-0876 custserv@epd.engr.wisc.edu Theirren says. 
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COMMENTARY 

The finest in eclectic humor 

By Kari Jordan and Phil Mauermann 

Are you an engineer? 

Are you an engineer because you are getting a degree, or have a degree... or is there something 
more to being an engineer? Take this quiz a) for enlightenment b) for amusement c) to battle bore- 
dom d) because we said so 

This image is a good example of.... Su-dork-u 

a) Friction 
b) Kepler’s Laws Be 

: sua! iar ees fe magi) Peake | bee] | d) Chaos Theory : 

104 5 PL fom] TTT [# mpty 
gas 

cae |} fan] Ze seats |e ales removed 

a 3! 92-87] IX 
Which of the following is NOT a characteristic 

of a professional engineer 

a) Specialized knowledge 

b) Responsibility to the public 

c) Self-regulation 

d) High salary + (1G 
sin(>) IV 

What are the true dimensions of a 2x4? 

(not including length) 

oat Jo4 | si Yi6 
What is an ideal gas? 

oie ooo || ono] [| BES How many licks does it take to get to the center 
of a Tootsie Pop? 3 D 153 

; dk ela O11 
What is a lemniscate? el 

a) A group of lemmings 
b) The infinity symbol 

c) An object that can only be described in five dimensions 
d) All of the above 

Calculate Your Engi-Nerd Coefficient: 
Ounces (in 20 unit increments) of caffeinated beverage consumed daily, plus the average amount of work exerted to walk be- 
tween classes per day for the current semester, plus the number of hours spent on the latest engineering class assignment, 

divided by the number of hours of sleep you got last night. 

Check the website for answers: www.wisconsinengineer.com 
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You provide the talent. p 
We offer the incentive and work environment 

where you can push yourself and achieve your goals. 

Flint Hills Resources is a privately held refining and chemicals company 

that offers outstanding opportunities for engineering graduates. 

Our unique, market-based management philosophy means 

you aren’t restricted to 

two or three 

prescribed 

career tracks. 

You can follow your dreams and go where your curiosity and drive take you. 

Innovation and positive risk-taking. 

They’re just part of the job. 

oe 

Join us. 

f; | FLINT His 
RESOURCES’ 

PEOPLE 

PARTNERSHIPS 

PRODUCTS 

www.fhrcareers.com



STS is a leading provider of engineering : 

solutions throughout the Midwest. As part of g i | o~S 
i i : \ 

the AECOM global family of companies, STS , i, | | ) : 

can offer exciting growth opportunities in a el [eu = A = on . é i ry 
"  discipli Our global activities PN a ay Wo i Me variety of disciplines. Our global activities x Te a N A \ 

and breadth of professional practice provides S= 7 , = oD 

many paths for career advancement. Tr) , oo l 
Hi ie | a | 

NA ae We invite you to visit our Web site for a I oh Bd I 
: re | A an] _ 

complete list of career opportunities and i i ( : 
. ay Mo) am vy: < 2 

to submit your resume. 2 wedi” } ‘ rE. SS -_ 

> baa ht &. = 

STS - with offices in Illinois, Indiana, —~h Lee 
‘ AES i aoe 

Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin re y SIF | ea 

ae ee a BN — 
. i hae Ait ia Contact us at 800.859.7871 y “a or 

or visit www.stsconsultants.com & | | 
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